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XXI Congress of APISLAVIA
14-18 September 2016, hotel Kazakhstan,
Almaty, Kazakhstan
The Congress will take place in Almaty, which is the largest city of Kazakhstan. The city is
situated in the South East of the Republic, in the foothills of the Trans-Ili Alatau; the
population of Almaty is around 1.5 mln inhabitants.
Almaty is the financial, economic and cultural center of Kazakhstan. Here is a large
number of business centers, theaters, museums, art galleries, exhibition halls and a vast
multitude of modern entertainment complexes (cinemas, night clubs, parks, restaurants,
cafees and many other centers).
REGISTRATION
The registration cost of the participants of the Congress is 60 Euro.
To pass the registration and book the hotel the participant should send a copy of the
passport on the e-mail address: bal-ara.kz@mail.ru before 10 March.
Presentations and reports should be sent on the e-mail address: bal-ara.kz@mail.ru
before 23 June.
VISA
The participants should have their passports to come to Kazakhstan. The visa should be
obtained from the embassy of Kazakhstan in your country before the arrival in
Kazakhstan. If you need an invitation letter to obtain the visa, kindly apply to the
secretariat of the Congress indicating the address where the original invitation letter
should be sent.
ACCOMODATION
Hotel Kazakhstan
Two-bed room - 60 Euro per person per night
One bed room - 105 Euro per night
The accommodation costs include breakfast, lunch, dinner and transfer.
Hotel Kazakhstan is situated in the cultural and business center of Almaty. The windows of
this unique 26-storey building face the sight of the magnificent snow peaks of the Alatau
Mountains as well as the panorama of the city. The hotel is at the crossroads of Dostyk
avenue and Abay avenue, a convenient and modern transportation interchange allows to
visit unique attractions of Kazakhstan, which are the skiing resort Shymbulak and the high
mountain skating rink Medeo.
EXHIBITION
An International exhibition will take place within the Congress. The participants will be
registered by confirmation sent tot he e-mail before 23 June.
CLIMATE
The average temperature in September is from 20 to 26 degrees.
TOURS
The technical tours - 10 Euro.
Tourist excursions will be arranged against an additional request.
REGISTRATION
bal-ara.kz@mail.ru
Planning your participation in the Congress, submit your confirmation about your
registration or a document confirming your participation in the XXI Congress of Apislavia in
Kazakhstan.

